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Overview  

How accessible the website is 
 
https://www.sandwell.gov.uk/ and the missed bin service on https://my.sandwell.gov.uk/ 
was tested between 08/07/2021 and 24/09/2021 against the Web Content Accessibility 
Guidelines (WCAG) 2.1 AA standard: https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/.  
 
Throughout this report, the words “main website” and “service website” will be used to 
distinguish between the two sections. 
 
Based on our testing both the main website and service website are partially compliant 
with WCAG 2.1 AA.  
 

Accessibility statement 
 
As part of the regulations you must publish an accessibility statement. 
 

https://www.sandwell.gov.uk/
https://my.sandwell.gov.uk/
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An accessibility statement for the main website was found but mandatory wording is 
missing and accessibility issues were found during the test that were not included in the 
statement. 
 
An accessibility statement for the service website was not found. 
 

What to do next 
 
It is a requirement of The Public Sector Bodies (Websites and Mobile Applications) (No. 2) 
Accessibility Regulations 2018 that public sector websites and mobile applications are 
accessible.  
 
You must review and fix the issues identified in this report. 
 
You need to write and publish an accessibility statement for your service website that 
meets the required legal format. 
 
You need to update your accessibility statement for your main website to include the 
issues outlined in this report and fix any issues related to your statement. 
 

Enforcement 
 
On behalf of the Minister for the Cabinet Office we provide the Equality and Human Rights 
Commission (EHRC) or Equality Commission for Northern Ireland (ECNI) with details 
about public sector bodies who have been monitored. If accessibility issues remain after 
giving you time to fix them, the EHRC or ECNI may take further action. 
 
Public sector bodies must publish an accessibility statement and review it regularly. 
If the decision is taken that a public sector body has failed to publish an accessibility 
statement or that the accessibility statement is incorrect, the Minister for the Cabinet Office 
may publish the name of the body and a copy of the decision. 
 

How we checked 
 
Different tests were completed to check against WCAG 2.1 AA success criteria. 
 
Testing was based on a sampling approach and limited to a fixed time period. This is not a 
full comprehensive audit. We expect your organisation to do a full audit to find any other 
accessibility issues. 
 

Tools we used 
Unless otherwise stated, the latest version of software was used. 
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Type Software used 
Operating system and browser Windows 10 Pro 15inch laptop using 

Chrome and Firefox. 
 
Android Google Pixel phone using 
Chrome. 

Assistive technology NVDA screen reader 
Accessibility testing software Axe, WAVE, HTML Validator, Colour 

Contrast Analyser, Adobe Acrobat Pro DC 
 

Pages we checked 
A sample of pages were tested. 
  
Page Name URL 

Home https://www.sandwell.gov.uk/ 

A to Z - A https://www.sandwell.gov.uk/atoz-a 

Contact the council https://www.sandwell.gov.uk/info/200195/c
ontact_the_council 

How to access your personal information 
with us 

https://www.sandwell.gov.uk/info/200346/pr
ivacy_notice/4253/how_to_access_your_p
ersonal_information_with_us 

Search https://www.sandwell.gov.uk/site_search/re
sults/?q=council+tax 

Bins and recycling https://www.sandwell.gov.uk/info/200160/bi
ns_and_recycling 

Report a problem - Report a missed bin 
service 

https://www.sandwell.gov.uk/reportit 

Login - Report a missed bin service 
(service website) 

https://my.sandwell.gov.uk/en/AchieveForm
s/?form_uri=sandbox-publish://AF-
Process-bc336be7-0866-4e95-9ad6-
fecb943fc035/AF-Stage-ce570dfc-48e0-
4b9d-9b08-
1f097ab6d905/definition.json&redirectlink=
%2FService%2FServiceRating%3Fservicei
d%3DAF-Process-bc336be7-0866-4e95-
9ad6-
fecb943fc035%26service%3DR4%26post
RatingRedirectUrl%3D%2Fmodule%2Fser
vices&cancelRedirectLink=http://www.sand

https://www.deque.com/axe/
https://wave.webaim.org/
https://validator.w3.org/nu/about.html#extras
https://www.tpgi.com/color-contrast-checker/
https://www.tpgi.com/color-contrast-checker/
https://www.adobe.com/uk/acrobat/acrobat-pro.html
https://www.sandwell.gov.uk/
https://www.sandwell.gov.uk/atoz-a
https://www.sandwell.gov.uk/info/200195/contact_the_council
https://www.sandwell.gov.uk/info/200195/contact_the_council
https://www.sandwell.gov.uk/info/200346/privacy_notice/4253/how_to_access_your_personal_information_with_us
https://www.sandwell.gov.uk/info/200346/privacy_notice/4253/how_to_access_your_personal_information_with_us
https://www.sandwell.gov.uk/info/200346/privacy_notice/4253/how_to_access_your_personal_information_with_us
https://www.sandwell.gov.uk/site_search/results/?q=council+tax
https://www.sandwell.gov.uk/site_search/results/?q=council+tax
https://www.sandwell.gov.uk/info/200160/bins_and_recycling
https://www.sandwell.gov.uk/info/200160/bins_and_recycling
https://www.sandwell.gov.uk/reportit
https://my.sandwell.gov.uk/en/AchieveForms/?form_uri=sandbox-publish://AF-Process-bc336be7-0866-4e95-9ad6-fecb943fc035/AF-Stage-ce570dfc-48e0-4b9d-9b08-1f097ab6d905/definition.json&redirectlink=%2FService%2FServiceRating%3Fserviceid%3DAF-Process-bc336be7-0866-4e95-9ad6-fecb943fc035%26service%3DR4%26postRatingRedirectUrl%3D%2Fmodule%2Fservices&cancelRedirectLink=http://www.sandwell.gov.uk/reportit&category=AF-Category-c0d5a0c9-fd1f-4ba2-8149-5ba95554133f
https://my.sandwell.gov.uk/en/AchieveForms/?form_uri=sandbox-publish://AF-Process-bc336be7-0866-4e95-9ad6-fecb943fc035/AF-Stage-ce570dfc-48e0-4b9d-9b08-1f097ab6d905/definition.json&redirectlink=%2FService%2FServiceRating%3Fserviceid%3DAF-Process-bc336be7-0866-4e95-9ad6-fecb943fc035%26service%3DR4%26postRatingRedirectUrl%3D%2Fmodule%2Fservices&cancelRedirectLink=http://www.sandwell.gov.uk/reportit&category=AF-Category-c0d5a0c9-fd1f-4ba2-8149-5ba95554133f
https://my.sandwell.gov.uk/en/AchieveForms/?form_uri=sandbox-publish://AF-Process-bc336be7-0866-4e95-9ad6-fecb943fc035/AF-Stage-ce570dfc-48e0-4b9d-9b08-1f097ab6d905/definition.json&redirectlink=%2FService%2FServiceRating%3Fserviceid%3DAF-Process-bc336be7-0866-4e95-9ad6-fecb943fc035%26service%3DR4%26postRatingRedirectUrl%3D%2Fmodule%2Fservices&cancelRedirectLink=http://www.sandwell.gov.uk/reportit&category=AF-Category-c0d5a0c9-fd1f-4ba2-8149-5ba95554133f
https://my.sandwell.gov.uk/en/AchieveForms/?form_uri=sandbox-publish://AF-Process-bc336be7-0866-4e95-9ad6-fecb943fc035/AF-Stage-ce570dfc-48e0-4b9d-9b08-1f097ab6d905/definition.json&redirectlink=%2FService%2FServiceRating%3Fserviceid%3DAF-Process-bc336be7-0866-4e95-9ad6-fecb943fc035%26service%3DR4%26postRatingRedirectUrl%3D%2Fmodule%2Fservices&cancelRedirectLink=http://www.sandwell.gov.uk/reportit&category=AF-Category-c0d5a0c9-fd1f-4ba2-8149-5ba95554133f
https://my.sandwell.gov.uk/en/AchieveForms/?form_uri=sandbox-publish://AF-Process-bc336be7-0866-4e95-9ad6-fecb943fc035/AF-Stage-ce570dfc-48e0-4b9d-9b08-1f097ab6d905/definition.json&redirectlink=%2FService%2FServiceRating%3Fserviceid%3DAF-Process-bc336be7-0866-4e95-9ad6-fecb943fc035%26service%3DR4%26postRatingRedirectUrl%3D%2Fmodule%2Fservices&cancelRedirectLink=http://www.sandwell.gov.uk/reportit&category=AF-Category-c0d5a0c9-fd1f-4ba2-8149-5ba95554133f
https://my.sandwell.gov.uk/en/AchieveForms/?form_uri=sandbox-publish://AF-Process-bc336be7-0866-4e95-9ad6-fecb943fc035/AF-Stage-ce570dfc-48e0-4b9d-9b08-1f097ab6d905/definition.json&redirectlink=%2FService%2FServiceRating%3Fserviceid%3DAF-Process-bc336be7-0866-4e95-9ad6-fecb943fc035%26service%3DR4%26postRatingRedirectUrl%3D%2Fmodule%2Fservices&cancelRedirectLink=http://www.sandwell.gov.uk/reportit&category=AF-Category-c0d5a0c9-fd1f-4ba2-8149-5ba95554133f
https://my.sandwell.gov.uk/en/AchieveForms/?form_uri=sandbox-publish://AF-Process-bc336be7-0866-4e95-9ad6-fecb943fc035/AF-Stage-ce570dfc-48e0-4b9d-9b08-1f097ab6d905/definition.json&redirectlink=%2FService%2FServiceRating%3Fserviceid%3DAF-Process-bc336be7-0866-4e95-9ad6-fecb943fc035%26service%3DR4%26postRatingRedirectUrl%3D%2Fmodule%2Fservices&cancelRedirectLink=http://www.sandwell.gov.uk/reportit&category=AF-Category-c0d5a0c9-fd1f-4ba2-8149-5ba95554133f
https://my.sandwell.gov.uk/en/AchieveForms/?form_uri=sandbox-publish://AF-Process-bc336be7-0866-4e95-9ad6-fecb943fc035/AF-Stage-ce570dfc-48e0-4b9d-9b08-1f097ab6d905/definition.json&redirectlink=%2FService%2FServiceRating%3Fserviceid%3DAF-Process-bc336be7-0866-4e95-9ad6-fecb943fc035%26service%3DR4%26postRatingRedirectUrl%3D%2Fmodule%2Fservices&cancelRedirectLink=http://www.sandwell.gov.uk/reportit&category=AF-Category-c0d5a0c9-fd1f-4ba2-8149-5ba95554133f
https://my.sandwell.gov.uk/en/AchieveForms/?form_uri=sandbox-publish://AF-Process-bc336be7-0866-4e95-9ad6-fecb943fc035/AF-Stage-ce570dfc-48e0-4b9d-9b08-1f097ab6d905/definition.json&redirectlink=%2FService%2FServiceRating%3Fserviceid%3DAF-Process-bc336be7-0866-4e95-9ad6-fecb943fc035%26service%3DR4%26postRatingRedirectUrl%3D%2Fmodule%2Fservices&cancelRedirectLink=http://www.sandwell.gov.uk/reportit&category=AF-Category-c0d5a0c9-fd1f-4ba2-8149-5ba95554133f
https://my.sandwell.gov.uk/en/AchieveForms/?form_uri=sandbox-publish://AF-Process-bc336be7-0866-4e95-9ad6-fecb943fc035/AF-Stage-ce570dfc-48e0-4b9d-9b08-1f097ab6d905/definition.json&redirectlink=%2FService%2FServiceRating%3Fserviceid%3DAF-Process-bc336be7-0866-4e95-9ad6-fecb943fc035%26service%3DR4%26postRatingRedirectUrl%3D%2Fmodule%2Fservices&cancelRedirectLink=http://www.sandwell.gov.uk/reportit&category=AF-Category-c0d5a0c9-fd1f-4ba2-8149-5ba95554133f
https://my.sandwell.gov.uk/en/AchieveForms/?form_uri=sandbox-publish://AF-Process-bc336be7-0866-4e95-9ad6-fecb943fc035/AF-Stage-ce570dfc-48e0-4b9d-9b08-1f097ab6d905/definition.json&redirectlink=%2FService%2FServiceRating%3Fserviceid%3DAF-Process-bc336be7-0866-4e95-9ad6-fecb943fc035%26service%3DR4%26postRatingRedirectUrl%3D%2Fmodule%2Fservices&cancelRedirectLink=http://www.sandwell.gov.uk/reportit&category=AF-Category-c0d5a0c9-fd1f-4ba2-8149-5ba95554133f
https://my.sandwell.gov.uk/en/AchieveForms/?form_uri=sandbox-publish://AF-Process-bc336be7-0866-4e95-9ad6-fecb943fc035/AF-Stage-ce570dfc-48e0-4b9d-9b08-1f097ab6d905/definition.json&redirectlink=%2FService%2FServiceRating%3Fserviceid%3DAF-Process-bc336be7-0866-4e95-9ad6-fecb943fc035%26service%3DR4%26postRatingRedirectUrl%3D%2Fmodule%2Fservices&cancelRedirectLink=http://www.sandwell.gov.uk/reportit&category=AF-Category-c0d5a0c9-fd1f-4ba2-8149-5ba95554133f
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Page Name URL 

well.gov.uk/reportit&category=AF-
Category-c0d5a0c9-fd1f-4ba2-8149-
5ba95554133f 

Information - Report a missed bin service 
(service website) 

Can be accessed after clicking on “or 
continue without a MySandwell account” 
link on the Login – Report a missed bin 
service page. 

Address details - Report a missed bin 
service (service website) 

Can be accessed after clicking on “or 
continue without a MySandwell account” 
link on the Login – Report a missed bin 
service page. 

Bin collections - Report a missed bin 
service (service website) 

Can be accessed after clicking on “or 
continue without a MySandwell account” 
link on the Login – Report a missed bin 
service page. 

Options - Report a missed bin service 
(service website) 

Can be accessed after clicking on “or 
continue without a MySandwell account” 
link on the Login – Report a missed bin 
service page. 

Accessibility statement https://www.sandwell.gov.uk/accessibility 

Local restrictions in Sandwell https://www.sandwell.gov.uk/localrestriction
s 

Sandwell Covid-19 data and infection rate https://www.sandwell.gov.uk/info/200354/c
oronavirus_advice/4547/sandwell_covid-
19_data_and_infect%20ion_rate 

Coronavirus advice https://www.sandwell.gov.uk/coronavirus 

PDF https://www.sandwell.gov.uk/download/dow
nloads/id/2426/third_party_authorisation_f
orm.pdf 

 

Accessibility issues we found 
 
The issues in this report are presented in WCAG order.  
 
Where no issue was found, the WCAG success criteria has been removed.  
 
 
 

https://my.sandwell.gov.uk/en/AchieveForms/?form_uri=sandbox-publish://AF-Process-bc336be7-0866-4e95-9ad6-fecb943fc035/AF-Stage-ce570dfc-48e0-4b9d-9b08-1f097ab6d905/definition.json&redirectlink=%2FService%2FServiceRating%3Fserviceid%3DAF-Process-bc336be7-0866-4e95-9ad6-fecb943fc035%26service%3DR4%26postRatingRedirectUrl%3D%2Fmodule%2Fservices&cancelRedirectLink=http://www.sandwell.gov.uk/reportit&category=AF-Category-c0d5a0c9-fd1f-4ba2-8149-5ba95554133f
https://my.sandwell.gov.uk/en/AchieveForms/?form_uri=sandbox-publish://AF-Process-bc336be7-0866-4e95-9ad6-fecb943fc035/AF-Stage-ce570dfc-48e0-4b9d-9b08-1f097ab6d905/definition.json&redirectlink=%2FService%2FServiceRating%3Fserviceid%3DAF-Process-bc336be7-0866-4e95-9ad6-fecb943fc035%26service%3DR4%26postRatingRedirectUrl%3D%2Fmodule%2Fservices&cancelRedirectLink=http://www.sandwell.gov.uk/reportit&category=AF-Category-c0d5a0c9-fd1f-4ba2-8149-5ba95554133f
https://my.sandwell.gov.uk/en/AchieveForms/?form_uri=sandbox-publish://AF-Process-bc336be7-0866-4e95-9ad6-fecb943fc035/AF-Stage-ce570dfc-48e0-4b9d-9b08-1f097ab6d905/definition.json&redirectlink=%2FService%2FServiceRating%3Fserviceid%3DAF-Process-bc336be7-0866-4e95-9ad6-fecb943fc035%26service%3DR4%26postRatingRedirectUrl%3D%2Fmodule%2Fservices&cancelRedirectLink=http://www.sandwell.gov.uk/reportit&category=AF-Category-c0d5a0c9-fd1f-4ba2-8149-5ba95554133f
https://www.sandwell.gov.uk/accessibility
https://www.sandwell.gov.uk/localrestrictions
https://www.sandwell.gov.uk/localrestrictions
https://www.sandwell.gov.uk/info/200354/coronavirus_advice/4547/sandwell_covid-19_data_and_infect%20ion_rate
https://www.sandwell.gov.uk/info/200354/coronavirus_advice/4547/sandwell_covid-19_data_and_infect%20ion_rate
https://www.sandwell.gov.uk/info/200354/coronavirus_advice/4547/sandwell_covid-19_data_and_infect%20ion_rate
https://www.sandwell.gov.uk/coronavirus
https://www.sandwell.gov.uk/download/downloads/id/2426/third_party_authorisation_form.pdf
https://www.sandwell.gov.uk/download/downloads/id/2426/third_party_authorisation_form.pdf
https://www.sandwell.gov.uk/download/downloads/id/2426/third_party_authorisation_form.pdf
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WCAG 1.1.1 Non-text context 
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/non-text-content.html  
 
Non-text content like images, charts and icons must have a text alternative to give the 
same information or meaning to users who cannot see the content, such as screen reader 
users.  

Issue 1 – Covid images with identical alternative text 
On the Sandwell Covid-19 data and infection rate page of the main website, there are 
images containing graphs. The alternative text for each image is identical and doesn’t 
accurately reflect the information in the graph. 

Issue 2 – Logo with no alternative text 
On all pages of the service website, there is a logo at the top of the page that has no 
alternative text. 

Issue 3 – PDF includes figures with no alternative text 
The PDF contains six figures with no alternative text. 

Issue 4 – No alternative text on image of exclamation mark 
On the Options - Report a missed bin service page of the service website there is a red 
alert box with an image of an exclamation mark in a red circle. The image has no 
alternative text. 
 
 
 
 

WCAG 1.2.2 Captions (prerecorded) 
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/captions-prerecorded.html     
 
When videos have no captions, users who are deaf or have hearing impairments will have 
limited or no access to the audio information. Captions must be provided for audio content 
in videos. Good captions include all of the meaningful information including the dialogue, 
who is speaking, and any other information provided by sound. 

Issue 1 – Captions on videos with spelling mistakes 
On the Local restrictions in Sandwell page of the main website, there is a video titled 
"Visits during Covid". The captions include spelling mistakes such as ‘Kovid’ instead of 
‘Covid’. 
 
 
 

https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/non-text-content.html
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/captions-prerecorded.html
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WCAG 1.2.5 Audio Description (prerecorded) 
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/audio-description-prerecorded.html     
 
Blind or visually impaired users need access to the non-verbal information presented in a 
video. By providing an audio description for important information like actions, scene 
changes or on-screen text, everyone can get the same meaning from the video content. 

Issue 1 – Text in a video not included in audio 
On the Local restrictions in Sandwell page of the main website, there is a video titled 
"Visits during Covid". The video visually displays the text "Covid safe visits" and shows 
examples of Covid-19 symptoms. This text and examples are not included in the 
synchronised audio. 
 
 

WCAG 1.3.1 Info and relationships 
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/info-and-relationships.html      
 
Information and relationships between content and elements that are made clear by visual 
formatting or audio cues should also be clear programmatically.  
 
Assistive technologies such as screen readers rely on correct semantic use of elements to 
accurately interpret information for users. For example, text which visually looks like a 
heading because of bold styling should be marked up correctly inside heading tags in the 
code. 

Issue 1 – Link that is programmatically a button in cookie pop up 
On all pages of the main website, there is a cookie banner pop up which has a link on it 
that says "Partners". The link is styled to look like a link but is programmatically a button. 

Issue 2 – Paragraph text that looks like headings 
On the Accessibility statement page of the main website, there are links that look like 
headings but are programmatically paragraphs (<p>). These links read as "Links", "tables" 
and "PDFs and other documents”. 

Issue 3 – List items no longer contained in a list 
On the Login - Report a missed bin service page of the service website, the role of the 
"Register" and "Login" list items (<li>) has been changed to a menuitem but they are not 
contained inside a menubar.  

Issue 4 – Textbox text that looks like paragraph text 
On the Bin collections - Report a missed bin service page of the service website, there is 
text that says "Please be patient while we get your bin collection details". This text is 
programmatically a textbox but visually looks like standard text. 

https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/audio-description-prerecorded.html
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/info-and-relationships.html
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Issue 5 – Textareas with no labels 
On the Options - Report a missed bin service page of the service website, there are three 
textareas with no labels. The textareas have no border around them and so blend into the 
page but can still be accessed using a screen reader.  

Issue 6 – Links that look like tabs 
On all pages of the service website (except for the Login - Report a missed bin service 
page), there is a row of links near the top of the form. The links which say "Information, 
Address details, Bin collection and Options" look like buttons/tabs but are 
programmatically links. The links have no href.  

Issue 7 – Checkboxes not associated to questions 
On the Options - Report a missed bin service page of the service website, there are 
checkboxes with labels that say “Yes”. The checkboxes are not programmatically 
associated to the questions above them such as “Log blue lid recycling bin”.  
 
 
 
 

WCAG 1.3.5 Identify input purpose 
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/identify-input-purpose.html       
 
For form inputs which need personal information, the purpose and specific type of data 
required must be programmatically available in the code. This makes filling in forms easier 
for users of assistive technology and users with cognitive impairments.   
 
Where technologically possible, the code must identify the data it expects if the input  is 
one of the types listed in WCAG 2.1 Section 7 - Input Purposes for User Interface 
Components. 

Issue 1 – Postcode field with autocomplete off 
On the Address details - Report a missed bin service page of the service website, there is 
a form field for "Postcode / street search (min 6 characters)". The form field has 
autocomplete set to off. 
 
 

WCAG 1.4.1 Use of colour 
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/use-of-color.html  
 
Colour should not be the only way to display meaning to a user. Where colour is used to 
identify an element, share information or indicate an action, there must be another method. 
This helps users who cannot perceive colours well, or who may have changed colour 
settings to suit their needs, to get the same information in a different way. 

https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/identify-input-purpose.html
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#input-purposes
https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/#input-purposes
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/use-of-color.html
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Issue 1 – Insufficient colour contrast on link text  
On the Options - Report a missed bin service page of the service website, as colour alone 
is being used to distinguish between link text and its surrounding non-link text the 
minimum contrast ratio should meet 3:1. There are instances of insufficient colour contrast. 
Examples include: 
 

• The blue link text "Find out what to do if your bin is not emptied" and "Bins and 
recycling webpage" have a contrast ratio of 1.03 against the non-link text in the 
same paragraph. 

• The red "Report a missed bin collection webpage" link text has a contrast ratio of 
1.41 against the non-link text in the same paragraph. There are two instances of 
this text on the page. 

Issue 2 – Insufficient contrast between link text and standard text 
On the Information – Report a missed bin service page of the service website, there is a 
link that says “bin day finder”. The contrast ratio is 1.03 between the colour of the link text 
(#00e) and the non-link text in the same paragraph (#444444).  
 
 
 
 

WCAG 1.4.3 Contrast (minimum) 
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/contrast-minimum.html   
 
Poor colour contrast between text and its background makes it harder for all users to see 
content. The minimum contrast ratio is 4.5:1 for regular text and 3:1 for large text. 

Issue 1 – Colour contrast issue on the Bins and recycling page 
On Bins and recycling page of the main website, there is a link that says "For the latest 
information visit our coronavirus bins page". The contrast between the blue link text 
(#005EC4) and the salmon background (#FFCECE) has a contrast ratio of 4.4:1. 

Issue 2 – Colour contrast issue on the Contact the council page 
On the Contact the council page of the main website, there are some links underneath the  
heading “More…”. When hovering over the links they turn a lighter shade of blue 
(#2E8ACA). The lighter shade of blue has a contrast ratio of 3.7:1 against the white 
background (#FFFFFF). 
 

https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/contrast-minimum.html
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On the Contact the council page of the main website, there are category links such as 
"Report it online" and "Contact us by phone". When hovering over the links the 
background turns grey (#F3F3F3). The grey background has a contrast ratio of 4.2 against 
the grey text (#757575). 
 

 

Issue 3 – Colour contrast issues on the service website 
 
On all pages tested of the service website, there are instances of insufficient colour 
contrast. These include: 

• White link text "Register", "Login", "Accessibility", "Cookies" and "Policy" (#ffffff) on a 
green background (#869a63) has a contrast ratio of 3.08 

• White link text "Log in to your account" and "Sign up for an account" (#ffffff) on a red 
background (#dd4b39) has a contrast ratio of 4.08 

 
On the Login - Report a missed bin service page of the service website, there are two blue 
links (#428bca) "Why should I sign up for an account?" and "or, continue without a 
MySandwell account” which have a contrast ratio of 3.63 against their white background 
(#ffffff). 
 
 
 
 

WCAG 1.4.4 Resize text 
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/resize-text.html 
 
Visually impaired users may enlarge fonts or zoom in to make text easier to read. The web 
page should support increasing text size to 200 percent without losing content or functions. 

https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/resize-text.html
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Issue 1 – Privacy pop up text difficult to read after increasing font 
size 
On all pages of the main website after increasing the browser size by 200% and 400% the 
content within the privacy pop up becomes difficult to read. The content cannot be scrolled 
and the footer within the pop up overlaps the content. 
 

 
 
 
 

WCAG 1.4.5 Images of text 
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/images-of-text.html      
 
Images of text should not be used unless they can be changed by users to meet their 
needs, for example increasing font size. 

Issue 1 – Images of text on home page 
On the home page of the main website, there are images of text. These are: 

• A carousel with six images of text, one example is an image with text that says 
"Meet the new cabinet" 

• Image of text that says "Covid-19 Local restrictions support grants for business 
• Image of text that says "Email updates" 

 

 

https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/images-of-text.html
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Issue 2 – Images of text on Covid-19 page 
On the Sandwell Covid-19 data and infection rate page of the main website, there is an 
image of text that says "Latest Covid-19 cases in Sandwell". 
 
 
 

WCAG 1.4.12 Text Spacing 
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/text-spacing.html   
 
Users should be able to change the spacing between lines, words, letters and paragraphs 
to improve their reading experience without losing content or functions. 

Issue 1 – Cannot increase text spacing on service website 
On all pages of the service website, it is not possible to increase line height, letter spacing, 
word spacing or spacing between paragraphs of the main body content. The header, 
navigation and footer increase okay. 
 
 
 

WCAG 2.1.1 Keyboard 
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/keyboard.html  

https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/text-spacing.html
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/keyboard.html
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Not everyone can use a mouse or touchscreen, so users must be able to access all 
content and functions using a keyboard. 

Issue 1 – Keyboard accessibility on privacy button 
On all pages of the main website, there is a floating button which says "Privacy". It is not 
possible to interact with the button using only a keyboard. 
 

 

Issue 2 – Keyboard accessibility on search toggle button 
On all pages of the main website, after zooming the browser to 200% and 400% the 
search toggle button cannot be interacted with using only a keyboard. 
 
 
 

WCAG 2.4.2 Page titled 
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/page-titled.html    
 
Pages must have titles that describe the topic or purpose of the page. This helps users 
avoid having to read or search through content to see if it is relevant. Good titles are 
descriptive, meaningful and unique. 
 
In most browsers the title will usually be displayed in the top title bar or as the tab name. 

Issue 1 – Unclear page title on A to Z – A page 
The page title on the A to Z – A page of the main website is “A | Sandwell Council”. It is not 
clear from reading just the page title what the contents of the page will be. 
 
Although the page title on the other services pages better reflect the content it would be 
worth adding the word 'bin' to make it explicitly clear across the service. 

Issue 2 – Page title of Login page of service doesn’t reflect contents 
On the Login - Report a missed bin service page of the service website, the page title 
“Missed collection - My sandwell” doesn’t reflect the topic or purpose of the page. 

Issue 3 – PDF with no document title 
The PDF has no document title. 
 
 

WCAG 2.4.4 Link purpose (in context) 
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/link-purpose-in-context.html      

https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/page-titled.html
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/link-purpose-in-context.html
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The purpose of each link must be clear from the link text alone or from its immediate 
context. Users may tab through a set of links on a page, or may view a list of links using 
assistive technology. Clear link text makes navigation easier. 

Issue 1 – Pagination links not clear 
On the Search page of the main website the purpose of each link in the pagination is not 
clear from reading the link text alone and has no accompanying content to provide context.  

Issue 2 – Logo link with no accessible text 
On all pages of the service website, there is a logo at the top of the page. The logo is 
contained inside a link and has no accessible text. 
 
 
 

WCAG 2.4.6 Headings and labels 
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/headings-and-labels.html       
 
Clear and descriptive headings and labels help users understand content more easily. 

Issue 1 – Heading on A to Z page not clear 
On the A to Z – A page of the main website, the heading “A” does not describe the topic or 
purpose of the content. The heading should explain that the content is services starting 
with an A. 

Issue 2 – Heading on Contact page not clear 
On the Contact the council page of the main website, the heading "More" does not 
describe the topic or purpose of the content beneath it. 
 
 

WCAG 2.4.7 Focus visible 
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/focus-visible.html  
 
All interactive elements must have a visible indicator when focussed using a keyboard. 
This helps users to identify which parts of a web page or app they can interact with, and 
shows their place as they navigate.  
 
Operating systems have a set focus style which is often carried through to browsers and 
apps. This default focus indicator can sometimes be difficult to see on different coloured 
backgrounds. 

https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/headings-and-labels.html
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/focus-visible.html
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Issue 1 – Focus styling issues on all pages of the service website 
On all pages of the service website the links 'My Sandwell', 'My services' and 'How to 
guides' do not have any focus styling. 

Issue 2 – Focus styling issue on the Coronavirus advice page 
On the Coronavirus advice of the main website, after zooming in to 200% the categories 
(such as Check the latest NHS advice on coronavirus, Coronavirus updates from the 
council and Frequently asked questions) do not have any focus styling. 

Issue 3 – Focus styling issue on the Coronavirus advice page 
On the Coronavirus advice page of the main website the link "Accessibility settings" has no 
focus styling. 

Issue 5 – Focus styling issues across multiple pages 
On the main website the focus styling of some interactive elements is not obvious. These 
include: 

• The search input field and search button in the header on all pages 
• The a to z letters in the footer on all pages 
• The social media icons in the footer (Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and RSS feed) on 

all pages 
• The Twitter link at the bottom of the main content on pages such as How to access 

your personal information with us, Contact the council, Local restrictions in 
Sandwell, Sandwell Covid-19 data and infection rate and Coronavirus advice 

Issue 6 – Focus styling issues on the home page 
On the home page of the main website some interactive elements don’t receive obvious 
focus styling. These include: 

• Links such as "Get emergency help" and "Help for business", where there link text 
is white text on a blue background 

• Links such as "Pay for your bill" and "Report a problem", where the link text is white 
on a green background 

• The Covid-19 banner 

Issue 7 – Skip to content link not visible when focused on 
On all pages of the service website the skip to content link does not become visible when 
focused on using a keyboard. 
 
 
 

WCAG 3.3.1 Error identification 
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/error-identification.html       
 
If a user makes an error when submitting a form, it is vital that they are made aware of the 
error and can find what is wrong. 

https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/error-identification.html
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The error must be highlighted using text as a minimum. This helps anyone who is unable 
to see or understand visual cues. For example, a red border indicating invalid postcode 
input would not be enough to show that an error has occurred, but text stating “the 
postcode is missing” would.  

Issue 1 – Error messages on form fields that cannot be edited 
On the Address details - Report a missed bin service page of the service website, after 
submitting the page without entering a postcode errors appear against mandatory fields 
with an asterisk however it is not possible to edit those fields.  
 
The form fields are not visible on the screen but can still be interacted with using a screen 
reader.  
 
There also seems to be error messages that aren't near any labels or input fields. 
 
 

WCAG 3.3.2 Labels or instructions 
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/labels-or-instructions.html      
 
Labels and instructions should be clear and descriptive to help users to understand what 
information should be entered into form fields. They may also specify a certain format for 
the data. Labels and instructions should not fill the page with text that is not needed, but 
give important cues for users to finish a task. 

Issue 1 – Some mandatory form fields not marked with an asterisk 
On the Address details - Report a missed bin service page of the service website, some of 
the input fields have an asterisk to identify them as being mandatory. The postcode and 
select address fields are mandatory but don’t have an asterisk. The asterisk should be 
consistent on all mandatory fields. 
 
 
 
 

WCAG 3.3.3 Error suggestion 
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/error-suggestion.html      
 
When a form detects an error, users should get information on how to correct it. For 
example, a user should be advised if they need to enter data into a required field, or to 
enter a date in a certain format. 
 
This makes it easier for users with disabilities to submit the form successfully. 
 
The main exception is where suggestions would be a security risk - for example, 
confirming if a username exists or not. 

https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/labels-or-instructions.html
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/error-suggestion.html
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Issue 1 – Suggestion known for form fields but not highlighted on 
page 
On the Address details – Report a missed bin service page of the service website errors 
appear on mandatory form fields after submitting the page without entering any data. The 
errors do not tell you what action you need to take to progress to the next stage (such as 
entering a postcode on the form fields near the top of the page). 
 
 
 

WCAG 4.1.1 Parsing 
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/parsing.html     
 
Using markup languages correctly, such as HTML (HyperText Markup Language), ensures 
that content and functionality works reliably across all supported browsers, devices and 
assistive technologies.      

Issue 1 – Parsing errors on the main website 
The following parsing errors appear on the following pages of the main website: A to Z - A, 
Contact the council, Search, Report a problem - report a missed bin service, Accessibility 
statement and the Local restrictions in Sandwell: 
 

• Element 'title' not allowed as child of element 'body' in this context 
• No 'p' element in scope but a 'p' end tag seen (<script async="" 

src="//ads.counciladvertising.net/code/sandwellmbc/leaderboard2/public" data-can-
ad="loaded"></script></p>) 

 

Issue 2 – Parsing errors  
The following parsing errors appear on Contact the council and Report a problem - report 
a missed bin page of the main website: 
 

• Unclosed element 'span' (<span class="snippet">) 
• Stray end tag 'span' 

 
 
 

WCAG 4.1.2 Name, role, value 
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/name-role-value.html       
 
Assistive technologies gather information about interactive elements and components from 
the code and share it with users. This means they need to be able to identify the name and 
function of components, set states, properties and values, and notify users of changes to 
these.   

https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/parsing.html
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/name-role-value.html
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ARIA attributes may be used on custom components to add this information. ARIA 
attributes should be used correctly as errors can make accessibility worse. 

Issue 1 – Search button with no accessible name 
On all pages of the main website the search button in the header has no accessible name. 

Issue 2 – Video with no accessible name 
On the Local restrictions in Sandwell page of the main website, there is a video with no 
accessible name. 

Issue 3 – Link with no visible text and no accessible name 
On the Login - Report a missed bin service page of the service website, under the "Sign up 
for an account" link is another link with no visible text and no accessible name. 

Issue 4 – Visually hidden form fields can be accessed by screen 
reader users 
On the Address details - Report a missed bin service page of the service website, there 
are hidden input fields for Business name, Flat, House name/number, Street, Town and 
Postcode. Although these input fields are visually hidden they are not programmatically 
hidden and can be accessed by screen reader users. 
 
 
 

WCAG 4.1.3 Status messages 
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/status-messages.html      
 
Assistive technology users, like someone using a screen reader, need to know the status 
of important actions without it interrupting them. 
 
If a status message is shown to a user, it must also be announced by assistive technology 
without reloading the page or changing their focus. 

Issue 1 – Cog icon not alerted to screen reader users 
On all pages of the service website, when navigating through the form a cog icon appears 
whilst the new content is loading. Screen reader users are not alerted to the cog icon 
appearing and the successful completion. 
 

Best practice 

Issue 1 – Search input field with no visible label 
On the main website the search input field in the header has no visible label.  

https://www.w3.org/WAI/standards-guidelines/aria/
https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG21/Understanding/status-messages.html
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This could be a problem for speech recognition users as it is not clear what the user would 
need to say to their software to click on the input field. 
 
It could also be a problem for magnification users as the search icon is far over to the right. 
The user would have to scroll over to the right in order to understand what the input field 
may be for. 
 

Warning about videos 
There is a video tiled “Visits during Covid” on the Local restrictions in Sandwell page of the 
main website. The video doesn't appear to contain any flashing, but you will need to 
ensure any videos on your website fall below the three flashes or below threshold set out 
in WCAG 2.3.1: Three Flashes or Below Threshold (Level A). 
 
 
 

Contact and more information 
 
This test was conducted by the Central Digital and Data Office on behalf of the Minister of 
the Cabinet Office as part of their role to monitor the accessibility of public sector websites 
and mobile applications in the United Kingdom. 
 
As the monitoring body we cannot offer specific advice on approaches or general 
accessibility queries other than questions directly related to the items in this report. 
 
Any questions about this report can be sent to: accessibility-monitoring@digital.cabinet-
office.gov.uk 
 

Information and guidance 
 
Links to further guidance: 

• Accessibility regulations - https://accessibility.campaign.gov.uk/  
• The monitoring process - https://www.gov.uk/guidance/public-sector-website-and-

mobile-application-accessibility-monitoring 
• Guidance and tools for digital accessibility -  https://www.gov.uk/guidance/guidance-

and-tools-for-digital-accessibility 
• Help with accessibility auditing and publishing an accessibility statement -

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/make-your-website-or-app-accessible-and-publish-an-
accessibility-statement 

• Accessibility statements - https://www.gov.uk/guidance/accessibility-requirements-
for-public-sector-websites-and-apps 

• UK law on accessibility statements - https://www.legislation.gov.uk/eudn/2018/1523  
• Sample accessibility statement -  

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/sample-accessibility-statement 

mailto:accessibility-monitoring@digital.cabinet-office.gov.uk
mailto:accessibility-monitoring@digital.cabinet-office.gov.uk
https://accessibility.campaign.gov.uk/
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/public-sector-website-and-mobile-application-accessibility-monitoring
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/public-sector-website-and-mobile-application-accessibility-monitoring
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/guidance-and-tools-for-digital-accessibility
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/guidance-and-tools-for-digital-accessibility
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/make-your-website-or-app-accessible-and-publish-an-accessibility-statement
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/make-your-website-or-app-accessible-and-publish-an-accessibility-statement
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/accessibility-requirements-for-public-sector-websites-and-apps?utm_source=CampaignPage&utm_campaign=access_regs
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/accessibility-requirements-for-public-sector-websites-and-apps?utm_source=CampaignPage&utm_campaign=access_regs
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/eudn/2018/1523
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/sample-accessibility-statement?utm_source=CampaignPage&utm_campaign=access_regs
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• The enforcement process - https://www.gov.uk/guidance/accessibility-requirements-
for-public-sector-websites-and-apps#how-the-accessibility-regulations-will-be-
monitored-and-enforced 

 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/accessibility-requirements-for-public-sector-websites-and-apps#how-the-accessibility-regulations-will-be-monitored-and-enforced
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/accessibility-requirements-for-public-sector-websites-and-apps#how-the-accessibility-regulations-will-be-monitored-and-enforced
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/accessibility-requirements-for-public-sector-websites-and-apps#how-the-accessibility-regulations-will-be-monitored-and-enforced
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